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On products of Proof The equivalence between a) and b) results from the classical Jordan decomposition; the one between a) and c) is a direct consequence of the Frobenius injection p : ker(A2)/ker(A) -+ ker(A) given by 7 1--4 A(x); thus a) is equivalent to say that ~p is surjective, which is exactly c). We prove now a) » d): let C, be a complementary subspace of ker(A) in ker(A2) and C2 be a complementary subspace of ker(A2) in E and write G = Ci Q9 C2 (i) and (ii) imply that ker(T) C ker(X) and ker(T) C ker(Y) so that ker(T) = {0} : T is invertible. Now since T is invertible, again (ii) shows that ker(U) = ker(Y) and (i) shows that rk(H) = rk(X). Proof This is immediate as soon as we consider the restrictions to ker(uõ f the mappings given on G. Proof We have ker(X-) C ker(A) C im(A) C im(X.), since the X;, by AnA the p" exterior power of A).
